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6 of a possible 20 points                                                                                   *1/2 of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

Points: 

0           Direction: John Cassavetes 

0           Editing: Maurice McEndree, Len Appelson (Supervising), John Cassavetes 

2           Cinematographer: Erich Kollmar 

1           Lighting: David Simon, Cliff Carnell 

0           Written by: John Cassavetes 

1           Music: Shafi Hadi, Charles Mingus 

1           Sets: Randy Liles, Bob Reeh 

1           Sound: Jay Crecco 

0           Acting 

0           Creativity            

6 total points 

 

Cast: Ben Carruthers (Benny), Lelia Goldoni (Lelia), Hugh Hurd (Hugh), Anthony Ray (Tony), 

Dennis Sallas (Dennis), Tom Allen (Tom), David Pokitillow (David), Rupert Crosse (Rupert, 

Hugh’s manager), David Jones (Davey Jones), Victoria Vargas (Vickie), Jack Ackerman 

(Jack, director of dance studio), Jacqueline Walcott (Jacqueline), Pir Marini  

(Pir the Piano Player), Bobby Darin, Gena Rowlands, Jean Shepherd, others 

 



     SHADOWS, directed by John Cassavetes, is far more significant as a harbinger of the future 

of American live action filmmaking than as cinema drama. Its extemporaneous dialogues, 

radical camera mobility, low-budget location photography and bargain basement set 

decorations paved the way for movies such as EASY RIDER, BADLANDS, and DAVID AND LISA, 

which employed amateur or obscure actors, amorphous scripts, and pre-existing 

backgrounds. Why build elaborate, obviously inauthentic sets and hire veteran performers 

who would pigeonhole viewer expectations, limiting their potential range of expressiveness? 

Rushed overnight shoots with unknowns could generate closer approximation to 

contemporary reality. Cassavetes hoped to film life in the raw, creating a more objective 

account of actual behavior than previous non-documentary forays into American mores and 

rituals. This pursuit would continue throughout the rest of his directing career. The end 

results did not make for either glamorous or profound films. They did offer glimpses into 

alternative methods of representing American lives and lifestyles on film. 

     SHADOWS was the debut feature film of John Cassavetes, soaked in cool jazz, an 

alternately dizzying and tenuous excursion into approximately real-time storytelling. Initially 

proceeding without script on the basis of verbally sketched situations, the director operated 

in a manner honed by experiences in television dramas, such as Westinghouse Studio One, 

Climax, Philco Television Playhouse, and Playhouse Ninety productions. Although a certain 

amount of their immediacy and concreteness was counterfeit, these shows gave stars far 

more creative freedom than storyboard-designed widescreen counterparts. Cassavetes was 

attempting to infiltrate cinema using techniques pioneered on the small screen. 

     In this particular instance, he employed personnel and even settings from acting 

workshops he conducted, hoping to fuse sketches involving identical casts into a cohesive, 

compelling whole through skillful editing. Len Appleton was assigned overall supervision of 

the cutting process, with Erich Kollmar selecting camera angles in collaboration with 

Cassavetes, Randy Liles and Bob Reeh manipulating props and available décor into a 

semblance of credible settings, and Shafi Hadi supplying the lion’s share of musical 

accompaniment. An original plan to utilize original compositions of Charles Mingus fell mostly 

by the wayside, at least partly due to inability or unwillingness of Mingus to keep revising 

cues as Cassavetes continuously shifted scene combinations in an ongoing, abnormally 

protracted editing process. A tardy decision to shoot additional scenes necessitating still 

more score modifications further aggravated tensions between scorers and cutters. 

     Eventually what resulted was a seemingly extemporaneous account of about two days in 

the lives of some half-dozen Greenwich Village characters heavily influenced by Beat Poetry 

and Cool Jazz. These dead-ender males and unsympathetic female companions argue, fight, 

court, pose, and pointlessly chatter their respective ways through an open-ended series of 

encounters chiefly bounded by the confines of Manhattan, though Hugh and his manager do 



make a disastrous trip out to a Philadelphia nightclub whose patrons scorn the New York 

singer’s outdated crooner style of balladry. 

     At story center is a trio of extremely immature young men, too young for categorization as 

seasoned veterans of anything, too old to be dismissed as mere callow youths. Benny, Dennis 

and Tom constitute a kind of modern American Three Musketeers sadly lacking social graces 

and fighting skill. Benny calls himself a trumpeter, but wastes his money on poker games and 

drinks in dives. Dennis boasts of college graduation, but only his slightly broader vocabulary 

and more formal overcoat indicate superior education and finances. Tom is a brawler, 

content to waste his life chasing unavailable bar regulars inclined to shallow flirtations. He 

thinks himself suave and charismatic, but comes across onscreen as bellowingly obnoxious. 

Assuming the leadership role in this trio, Tom steers the other two ineptly from one 

misfortune to another, finally getting all three of them beaten to pulps by irate boyfriends of 

attempted pickups. 

       Whatever income the trio shares appears to come entirely from an occasional gig by 

Benny and handouts Hugh provides his spendthrift kid brother. Maintaining jobs or finances 

is less important to these three than consistent displays of coolness. Frequent scuffles and 

inclination to denigrate and mock each other prove them anything but urbane.  

     Benny’s mood swings are especially troublesome, alienating him frequently from even his 

closest comrades. Yet he serves as mediator when sister Lelia’s overnight companion comes 

to call on her in hopes of renewing a frayed relationship, replacing an elder brother’s 

pugnaciousness with accommodation and insincere receptiveness.  

     The film’s title, SHADOWS, refers to deceptive personas used by the actors to mask empty, 

juvenile interiors. Twenty-year-old Lelia experiments with reckless social behavior, confusing 

conduct of a liberated female with libertine adventurousness. She quicksilvers from naïve to 

cynical, charming to irascible, testing the effects each role produces on those around her. 

Initially proud to win attention from white adult males, the girl rapidly becomes 

disenchanted. Her irritation at condescension from patronizing protector and abandonment 

by caddish lover is directed at David, a refined young black man who finds Lelia’s physical 

attractiveness and lightness of skin coloration too magnetic to bypass. Her taunts are a 

source of perverse pleasure. David accepts shaming and disdain as worth tolerating, essential 

nuisances adding spice to an intriguing relationship. Viewers may judge otherwise.   

     While Lelia and David play power games, each intent on gaining control over the other, 

Hugh and his manager Rupert do likewise. Hugh, a truculent singer, is disinterested in 

sidelines as standup comic or master-of-ceremonies introducing the main feature, a chorus 

line of buxom screechers resembling a cross between Radio City Music Hall Rockettes and a 

microbudget version of the Floradora Sextette. 

     His career guide, Rupert, is taller, devoid of fixed principles, powerless to enlist additional 

talent. What he can obtain for his client is a succession of last-minute, low-paying jobs out-of-



town entertaining jaded audiences in search of younger, fresher, trendier personalities. He 

and Hugh are relics of an earlier era, unable to evolve. They are adrift in a transformed 

milieu, one with less patience, flashier trappings, more pointed lyrics. Sentimentality is out, 

cynicism in. Lacking the latter and overdosing on the former, these two characters are fish 

floundering about uncomfortably in hostile waters. 

    Two other white males feature in the movie. One is Tony, an aggressively intrusive 

acquaintance of David. He is first observed ingratiating himself at a party with a blonde who 

turns out to be married and pregnant. Aborting that enterprise, he attaches himself to David 

and Lelia, unwelcome trespasser on their tête-à-tête. Later Tony follows the pair to Central 

Park and obtrudes again, literally pulling the woman away from stolid, jealous escort and 

running off with her. They share drinks at a bar. Then Tony asks the girl up to his apartment, 

making an offer she could refuse, but doesn’t. Successful seduction ensues, the two becoming 

bedmates. Only afterwards, when Tony pays a visit to the flat Lelia shares with two brothers, 

Hugh and Benny, does the realization dawn on him that his conquest is a light-skinned 

African-American. Oh, does that ever change things. Rejecting a request to stay and be 

entertained, Tony immediately begins a retreat in what is far and away the most 

unconvincing passage of the movie. Hugh realizes his sister is no longer an innocent. He 

becomes menacing, finally even shoving his guest out the door into the hallway. Black versus 

white antagonism and mistrust are revealed in their starkest forms. Unfortunately, this 

confrontation is sabotaged by tediously repetitive dialogue and sluggish pacing. 

     Overall, acting is too tentative at some moments, vexingly overdramatic at others. The plot 

lacks either resolution or development, leaving cast members to independently invent not 

only their own lines but also character motives and goals. This leads to a muddling of 

contradictory impulses, false starts, non sequiturs, even rehashing of content. Rhythm is lost, 

producing jolts and dead ends heading nowhere. Since most of the players had minimal 

screen experience, they toss off whatever comes into their heads, much of which has no 

connection to antecedents or later developments. A skittery, unpolished, fragmented style 

triumphs over coherent speech and continuity of characterization. 

     Sound recording is as imprecise as other elements, with frequent extreme dropouts of 

pitches. Simultaneous speeches leave gaps in intelligibility for audiences to fill according to 

inclination and probability.  

     A milestone in film history? Yes. A classic, or exemplary production? Certainly not. 

SHADOWS is worth seeing only for what it suggests as potentials for future filmmaking.  

     Due to mature content, violence, and unbalanced pessimistic tone, SHADOWS is suitable 

for adult viewing only. 

     Criterion’s special features consist of a twelve-minute interview with lead actress  

Lelia Goldoni, a four minute plus interview with associate producer Seymour Cassel, four 

minutes of silent footage featuring John Cassavetes’ and Burt Lane’s joint acting workshop, a 



2004 eleven-minute demonstration of the film’s restoration process, a three-minute 

theatrical trailer, a gallery of still photos from the movie, and a sixteen-page booklet which 

includes an essay by film critic Gary Giddins in addition to a 1961 article by John Cassavetes 

explaining what he hoped to achieve in this production.    

 

 


